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INTRC._')DUC-TIOIT

This paper is one of seteral coi-nrnissioned by the ; ,-.ti anal InstitUte of EdLicat:.Ori iii

s,:.:ppart of planning for the, testing of riet-w apprZIE.,f.-E.il in the Follow Tnfough pro2;ram, It

IS Ofie Of 3 nurnh,i- that Fc.dlow Through pl,.-:nmers cateoori7ed 35 "Suv.Dportino

-research,' intendd to corisi,..f.-..5.r fund:Irrental i-ne,thodol.ofAical and analytic issue= that Will

liLely impinge on the plann.ng; design, operation and evaluation of the Follow ThrOUgh

program in the next few yez:.rs, More specifically, I wa5 kEd t ad d t the

utility of test equating for large-scak program evalOation, and the. LiSO of Standardized

te5t5 in large-scale program evaluation.

In reepOriding to the. NNE charge, I have chosen to FEM:US my attention more closely on

the Follow Through program tnan the NIEplanning staff may have intended, But the issues

treated in this paper are clearly pertinent to large-scale evaluation; of many

inetrUttiOnal program_; especially those intended for educationally disadvantaged

students,

The paper begins with an examination of the question: Should standardized

achievement tests be used in ca programmatic evaluation of Follow Through? There is

abundant evidence of divergent views on this issue in the methodological literature,

AdVOtates can be found among both supporters and critics of the longitudinal evaluation

of Follow Through that culminated in the Abt Associates reports, Those who advise against

the use of standardized achievement tests in the evaluation of any program for

disadvantaged students (or, perhaps, in any program evaluation) include such pillara Of

the measurement community as Ralph Tyler (1972; F'7:3) and the. late °Star Krieen HurO=

(177); Three issued appear to preicDmine,;.. in the argument against the use of

Standardted tetta in program e.valuation; (1) the design of the tests makes them

inSentitive to instruction and more suitable to their ariainal purpose of distinguishing

normatively among the ach,eyement levels of individual students; (2) no single
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standardized test can be used to validly examine stude.nts' aehieeiement of the

instructional 'objectives of the variety of preects, sponsers, and appreactE.-; present in

virtually all FE der-ally-suppcerted education vograms. reae.P. or c.onti-nt congruence mar..E.,.:

standardized test-F.,. inappropriate as instruments, for program evaluation; (:::) the: political

baggage attaened to standardized :.ests resultsin wholesale overinterpretation of the

findings rLperriei ter them. Standardized tests have been oversold to the public and to

educational policy makeres to the degree that they overshadow any alternative mea.sures

educational imparet, regardless of their appropriateness or validity. The only prudent

course th-ereFore is to avoid tne u.se of standardized te.sts altooether in largescale

program evaluations; JUdgnnents on these issues are documented and discussed briefly;

Although the first and the third arguments ;against the use of standardized

achievement tests in program evaluation can only be supported by avoiding such use

altogether) the second argument) concerning content validity) might be handled

responsively by using a variety of standardized achievement tests instead of only one,

Presomably, if each sponsor or developer of a project were allowed to select the

standardized aehievement test that most closely matehed the content of his or her

instructional model, measurement validity would be materially improved; However, scores

on a variety of achievement tests, whether in raw-score or derived-score form can

appropriately be aggregated for evaluation of program effects only if the tests have been

properly equated;

This leads to the second major question addressed in this paper: Should TEE sponsor

another large-scale teSt-equating study in support of Follow Through program evaluation?

Consideration of this issue. 1E: based largely in the e.xperience gained through the firtt

large-scale test-equating study supported by the federal government the Anchor Test

Study) sponsored by the U. Si Office of Education; The history of the Anchor Test Study

is reviewed briefly) with particular attention to its intended use as a tool in federal.

evaluation of the ef=ectiveness of the Title I, ESEA p rose am Utilization of the results.
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of the Anchor Test Study Is reviewed next, A thorough search Gi- reievant literature was

conducted to determine whether, and to ,what degree., Anchor Test Study results and data

have been Used in program = valuation or in measurement and evaluation research. Finally,

the implications of this re.view for the Follow Through program arE: presents.,.d. tooetl-ter

with a se.t of recommenda.-tions on the use of standardized tests- in the evaluation of

Follow Through and on NIE sponsors.hip of a major test-equating study involving tests that

might be suitable For Follow Through program evaluation.

SHOULD STANDARDIZED ACH.IE'7EMENT TESTS BE USED
IN AN EVALUATION OF THE FOLL07-q THROUGH. PROGRAM?

Arguments against the use. of standardized achievement tests in program evaluation

are not new. In 1972, when commenting on the suitability of standardized achievement

tests for use as assessment devices, Ralph Tyler stated:

"...the exercises have not been obtained by a systematic sampling of

what children are expected to learn. Instead, the exercises comprise a

sample of items that differentiate children. It may seem odd .

but this is due to the fact that most psychometrists since World War I

have been interested in individual differences among children and in the

process of sorting children rather than in the process of learning."

Tyler expanded on his position in a reaction to a paper by Hoepfner. presented at a USOE-

sponsored conference. on achievement testing of disadvantaged and minority students for

educational program evaluation in 1976 (see Tyler. in Wargo and Gree.n. 1978). Tyler's

remarks are central to the question at hand, so it is worthwhile quoting him at length:

"the confinement of the selection Cot': achievement tests for program

evaluation] to contemporary norm-reie.renc_ed achievement tests stultifies most

of the possibilities For valid and accurate appraisal of the outcomes of

educc:.tional programs. We can learn very little about the strengths and



weaknesses of programs of 'compensatory education, 'or those designed for

children of minority groups, from the results of the.se tests. At best) they are

rough and imprecise measuresi and most probably they are invalid."

"The first critical assumption made by psychological examiners is that the
--

purpose of the test is to measure individual differences and to arrange those

who take the test in a continuum from the best to the poorest. The purpose of

program evaluation is to determine how many pupils have learned what the

program seeks to teach, and the amount learne-d, rather than to separate pupils

as much as possible. Furthermore, psychological examiners assume that the

population of test takers should form a normal distribution similar to the

distributions of some of their physical characteristics like height and weight.

In contrast, edOcational programs are de.signed to help all pupils learn such

things as to read, compute, write. and understand scientific principles."

Tyler goes on to suggest that the central purpose: of the developers of standardized

achievement tests leads them to concentrate on items that are near the 50 percent

difficulty level, eliminating items that are suitable to the assessment of disadvantaged

students and students who are most able. He further suggests that differences between

widely used curricula force test makers to sample behaviors that are largely learned out

of school, rather than in school, in their attempt to build tests that are universally

applicable; Severe problems of invalidity are said to result.

Oscar Krisen Burs in a reminiscence on fifty years of measurement history, also

commented critically on the use of standardized achievement tests in program evaluation.

His views mirror those. of Tyler:

"[standardized achievement tests are] harmful to the development of

the best possible measuring instruments. . .. It seems inescapable that

such methods . . . insidiously tend to strengthen the status quo; to



impede curricular progress, to perpetuate our present grade classification, to

differentiate rather than to measure, conceal unlearning, and to give an

illusory sense of continuous learning from grade to grade" (1977),

Speaking in reaction to a paper- by William Coffman at the. conference on achievement

testing of disadvantaged and minority students reFe.re.nce.d above, Tae.ger (197:3) also

advised against the use of standardized azhievernent tests in evaluating education

programs for disadvantaged student's':

"The content and skills to be measured by commercially available

standardized tests are dete.rrnined through expert judgments of what typical

students in specific grades should know, when exposed to widely used basic

skills curriculum materials available for these grades, Are minority and

disadvantaged students to be considered typical students'? Clearly not for if

they were we would not have specially designed programs to meet their special

needs, Are the curriculum mater Isis used in these programs typical of those

used with students in the gra-de.s? Logic would again tell us that the answer

is no, For if standard curriculum materials were used, there would be no need

for special programs, So the very process by Which' stani!,-Irdized achievement

tests are plan :?d, if the process follows the ideal; threatens the content

validity of these tests for uses that are the subject of this conference, IF

the content coverage of the tests corresponds to typical curricula., and not to

curricula used in the programs to be evaluated, the evaluator may well be

judging the status and progress or disadvantaged children on material they have_

not had the opportunity to learn,"

These various judgments on the appropriateness of standardized achievement tests for

educational program evaluation are supported by recent research on the effects of the

congruence between test content; and curriculum or instructional content; on student

achievement, This literature is well reviewed by Tittle (19:::0), but several relevant



findings are note I here. Jenkins and Fany (1976) conducted a careful analysis of the

overlap in vocabulary between five standardized reading achievement tests recommended by

their publishers for use in grades one or two, and seven basal reading texts, recommended

by their publishers for use in the same grades. The authors estimated the grade

equivalent scores that would be earned by students who mastered all of the words in

given reader, and then answered correctly, all of the items on a given test that

pertained to words common to the reader and the test. The most extreme variation in

scores for a given grade-one reading book was a low grade-equivalent score of 1.0 to a

high grade-equivalent score of 2.3. The range of extremes for secrnd-grade books was a

low grade-equivalent score below 1.0 if one test was used to a high grade-eqivalent score

Of 3.4 if another test ..,,as used. For the Metropolitan Achievement Word Knowledge Test,

grade-eqivalent scores ranged from a low of 1.9 for one -reading book_ to a high of 2.5 For

another, at the second-grade level. The range for other tests was typically much greater.

In short, the Jenkins and Fany study shows that the content of the achivement test used

to evaluate a program is critical to the resulting estimate of its effectiveness. In the

evaluation of a program like Follow Through, where alarge variety of curricula are

purposefully included, some of those curricula must necessarily suffer selection bias if

a single test is used for evaluation of student achievement. These conclusions are also

consistent with the results of investigations by Armbruster, Stevens & Rosenshine

(1977), Chang and Raths (1971), Sc flutes (1969)i Cooley and Leinhardt (1978), Hoepfner

(1978) and Bianchini (1778). The latter two studies are discussed in the next section of

this paper.

Although federally-supported education programs typically have broad lists of

objectives that include alleviation of social, economic and educational deprivationt

judgments of the success or failure of these programs have often been grounded in

students' performan=es on standardized achievement tests. The Follow Through program is.- a
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case in point. Schiller, Stalford, Rudner, Kocher and Lesnick (1950) describe Follow

Through as a "Fedsral Educational assistance program designed to provide comprehensive

services to children frOM low incon-le and to increase understanding but

effective practices in educating these children" (p.2). Iii elaborating on the. meaning 0-F

"comprehensive services," they include health, social. and other support serv,ces, in

addition to educational services.

Schiller. et al. summarize the principal findings of a nine-year evaluation of the

national Follow Through program as follows:

"There was more variability in outcomes within models from site to

site than there was between models;

Models that emphasized basic skills produced more gains in those areas and

in self concept than other models;

Overall, there was little difference observed in the performance of Follow

Through and non-Follow Through children, Eoth groups of youngsters remained

substantially below national norms"(p.3).

Each of these findings concerns students' performances on pencil-and-paper assessment

instruments, and most refer to their c:). formances on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests,

These judgments of the. merits of the Follow Through program depend on a narrow range of

outcome measures, with standardized achievement t:sts heading the list of those measures,

It should be noted that Schiller, et al, accurately reflect the emphases given to various

Follow Through outcome measures in the Abt Associates reports on the longitu.dinal

evaluation (Cline. Ames, Anderson, Bales, Ferb, Kane, Larson, Park, Proper,

Stebbins Stern.I974) to (Ste.bbins. St Pierre. Proper. Anderson gt Cerva. 1977), as well

as in subsequent discus,sions of those. reprts in the educational research literature

(House, Glass. McLean 107; Anderson, St Pierre, Proper Er Stebbins. 1

Wisler, Eurns 17: Iwamoto, l'7/7!F.:).

It is interesting to note that all of to the papers cr_.ncerned with the accuracy of
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the longitUdinal evaluation of the Follow Through program that v,iere- presented in the Y.tay.

1978 issue of the Harvard Educational Fleview Endorse the use of the Metropolitan

Achie.v,sment Test as an outcome measure. House, et al. protested the labeling of that test

as a "basic Measure. suggesting that it assessed a far narrower range of skills)

which they labeled the "mechanics of reading and arithmetic." Ho-weveri they did not

protest the U E of a standardized achie-ve.ment test in the national Follow Through

evaluation, except on the grounds of insufficiency:

The coverage of outcome domains is so poor that no judgment of best model

can legitimately be ma.de. no matter how large the difference in test scores',"

(p.156).

And also on page 156:

"Even if dependable differences were found on the MAT, such differences

would be inadequate evidence of which model is best. Follow Through was to be

an investigation of models of comprehensive early childhood education -- not

just reading. not just arithmetic. not just language usage, An attempt was made.

to measure more than a few narrow scholastic outcomes but that attempt was not

successful. It serves no one well to proceed as if it had been. Although who

-did best on the MAT might be a valid question. it would be wrong to confuse

that question with the one that was actually asked."

In their response to the House. et al. criticisms. the principal Abt Associates

evaluators of the Follow Tnrough program (Ande.rson. et al.. 1978) cite the main

conclusions of their report. which they claim their critics ignored. One citation is

patio:liar-1y telling. in that it illustrates the primacy of the Metrpolitan Achievement

Tests in the Follow Through evaluation; and the way in which the language of evaluative

reporting can go well beyond the limited scope of the data collected, This citation fuels

the argument of those who suggest that standardized achieerne-nt tests not be used in



large-scale program evaluations because their results will be overinterpreted, Although

they are basing their conclusions solely on MAT scores, Anderson, et al, state:

"With few exceptions, Follow Through groups were still scoring

substantially below grade level at the- end of three or four years' intervention

(Bock, Stebbins & :Proper, 1977, passim), Poor children still tend to perform

poorly in schOol even after the best and the brightest theorists with the

help of parents, Local educators, and federal funds, and supported by the full

range of supplementary services associated with community action programs

have done their best to change. the situation."

In their reaction to the House, al, criticism of the Follow Through evaluation,

the USOE program officers who supervised the Abt Associates work (Wis ler, et al., 1978)

make an interesting claim to the validity of the MAT as a measure of Fellow Through

effectiveness: "We agree that many model-specific objectives were not measured in the

national evaluation, but the goal was to gather valid data on a common set of outcomes

generally considered important;"

The validity arguments made by Tyler, and Burps were apparently ignored by the

contributors to the Harvard Educational Review papers; Although the latter authors debate

the adequacy of the MAT as a measure of Follow Through effectiveness, none of them seems

to consider the possibility that it was s.:...1t=fctively biased against some or most of the

Follow Through models. Both sets of defenders of the eva-luation base their case on the

importance of the content measured by the MAT, and ignore the possibility that that

content might not have been a part of the curricula of the Follow Through projects that

were evaluated.

Wisher, et ale's validity claim for the MAT embodies a misuse of the term. The data

collected in the Follow Through evaluation are neither valid nor invalid. It is the

conclusions and inferences put forth on the basis of those data that must be examined for

validity, What appears to be invalid is the conclusion that the Follow Through program
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failed just because the MAT SCCi-E.,. were low.

In the final analysis) the use of standa,-dized achievement tests in large-scale

program evaluation) and in particular) in the Follow Through evaluation) is a matter of

judgment. The positions of those who oppose such uses cf standardized tests is

increasingly supported by evidence on the differential contsnt validity of widely-used

tests when applied to early primary level programs in the basic skills; On the basis of

that evidence) I would recommend that the earlier practice of selecting a single

standardized achievement test for overall evaluation of the Follow Through program

abandoned.

FOP

Whether a number of standardized achievement tests should be used in a national

Follow Through evaluation; after they have been properly equated) is a separate question

that is examined in the balance of this paper.

SHOULD FOLLOW THROUGH SPONSOR
ANOTHER MAJOR TESTEOUATING STUDY?

If data collected using several standardized achievement tests were to be aggregated

in a national evaluation of the Follow Through program) it would first be necessary to

equate the tests used in the evaluation. Such an undertaking W o ul d involve a major

investment of funds and time and might not be feasible economically or technically. The

merits of a test-equating study as a tool for Follow Through evaluation can perhaps best

be explored by considering in detail the objectives) results; and utilization of the

first large-scale test - equating study supported by the federal government) the USO,E-

sponsored Anchor Teat Stu The next section G F this paper contains a brief review of

the history of the Anchor Test Study; and a detailed review of the utilization of Anchor

Test Study results in proycam evaluation and in measurement and evaluation research,

These reviews are used as the. basis of re.comrnendations on the advisability of NIE

sponsorship of a. tet-equating rr-C;i:-.C.1: in support Of Follow Through evaluation.
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THE ANCHOR TEST STUDY
HISTORY, UTILIZATION, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FOLLOW THROUGH

A aritf Hittoi-y

In the late 1960's, the U,S. Office of Education(ITSC_IE) condbcted several largescale

surveys for the purpose of securing information that would be use-T-111 in judging the

operation and impact of Title I of the Elementary and S.e-condary Education At of

1965(ESEA.) Students' performance on standardized achievement tests, particularly in

reading and mathematics, was adopted as a primary indicator of the direction of program

services to students who were most educationally disadvantaged, In addition, changes in

performance on standardized achie.vement tests, from the beginning of a school year to t-:e

end, were to be used as F primary indicator of programmatic success or failure in

alleviating the effects of economic deprivation and educational disa.dvanta.gement.

At the time these surveys were initiated, state departments of public instruction

and many large school systems resisted the collection of any uniform achievement test

data by the U. S. Office of Education. The adverse political impact of the Survey on

Equality of Educational Opportunity (Coleman, et al., 1966) was still being felt, and

most Chief State School Officers were wary of ay data that would permit the comparison of

students' achievement test performances in different states. As a result of thit

apprehension, it was decided that use of a common achievement test in Title I evaluation

surveys was politically infeasible,

The firSt USOE Survey on Compensatory Education (10123) requested that school systems

provide achie/ement test scores in reading and mathematics} from their existing records}

for students in grades two} four} and six, at the beginning and end of the 1968 school

year. The reported scores for tens of thousands of students included perofrmances on more

than 4 combinations of tests.levels, and Forms, admilistered in the- fall and spring of
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Fro4,-zver, seven major achievement test=, accounted for about 90 percent of the scores

reported in that year.

The evement -cores reported by school systems Were essentially useless for

purposes of Title I ::on. Once the data were obtaine.d, it was quickly realized that

no single publisher': ::s were used with a sample of st udents. that was remotely

representative of the being served by Title LESEA; The temptation to convert

scores on different tests to a common derived scale -- such as grade equivalent scores or

Tscores or percentile .ranks ignore.d When analysis, of the content of the tests and

the publishers' norn-is revealed substantial diff.ere.nces alono both dimensions. One

argue that the Metropolitan Achievement Tests and the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, say,

assess reading comprehension using somewhat similar exerciseE,t and that scores on both

tests would be highly correlated were both to be a.dMinistered to a large randomly

selected sample of fourthgraders. Howeler, the sampling methods used by the publishers

of these tests in developing their national norms were appreciably different, as were the

cooperation rates of different types of school systems invited to participate in their

test normings. As a..result, the "national" norms reported by these publishers could not

be conside.red equivalent. And derived score.s on these twotests, or on any others, could

not legitimately be aggregated For purposes of Title I evalUation.

In l96,9, the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education in USOE supported a study

of the feasibility of equating scores on the reading comprehension and vocabulary

subtests of five major test batteries. Expert judges developed a content classification

system for the tests and assigned each item on every test to a content category, in an

attempt to estimate the Congruence Of the tests. In addition, triples of tests were

ad-ministered to several thousand tudents in the District of Columbia and the states

surrounding Washington, D. C. so that correlations among corresponding subtests could be

estimated. The judges' attempts to estimate the content similarities of corresponding

subtests were not successful. Their lack of agreement on the categorization of items from
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a given subtest was so great that their estimates of the congruence of different subtests

were suspect. However, the correlations- among corresponding subtests in different test

batteries were sufficiently high (at least in the high 20's disattenuated) that a

major test-equating study was judged to be feasible.

Early in 1771, Educational Testing Service was awarded a S700,000 contract to

conduct an equating and restandardization study involving the seven most widely used

reading comprehension and vocabulary subtests in grades four,five, and six. The project

carne to be known as the "Anchor Test StUdy" because of the equating methodology ernploye.d.

It involved restandardization of the reading comprehension and vocabulary subtests of the

Metropolitan Achieveme.nt Tests intende.d -For use with students in grades- four,five and

six, using a carefully selected stratified sample of public and non-public elementary

schools chosen From rrunties throughout the United Fcates, More than 200,000 st dents iii

these grades provided useable data for restandardization of these .subtests, A second part

of the Anchor Test Study was an equating study that produced tables of score

correspondence between the reading comprehension and vocabulary subtests of the

California. Achievement Tests; the Comprehensive Tes -s of Ba-sic Skills, the Iowa Tests of

Basic Skills, the Metropolitan Achie.vment Tests; the Sequential Tests of Educational

Progress, the SRA Achievement Series; the Stanford Reading Tests; and in a supplementary

study, the Gates-Mcr3initie Reading Series; Nearly 1:35;000 students provided useable test

scores for the equating portion of the study conducted in the Spring of 1972, and an

additional 14,000 students provided useable test scores the following spring for the

supplementary equating of the Gates MacGinitie test to the other seven tests.

Additional details on the design of the Anchor Test Study and its results can be

found in tne thirty-volume final report on the project (Loret, Seder, Bianchini and Vale,

1972), in the three-volume supplementary report (Loret, Seder, Bianchini and Vale, 1973),

and in review articles by Linn (1975) and by Jaege,- (1973).

1S
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Although the methodological soundness of the Anchor Test Study is uncontastable, one

could probably find a .,ariety of views on its ultimate value. Its direct federal cost of

three-quarters of a million dollars pales in comparison to the fifty million dollar

federal tependiture for evaluation of the Fbl:ow Through prog-am, However, its objectives

were Far narrower, And its findings created far less excitement and controversy in public

and policy circles;

The Anchor Test Study clearly established the feasibility of equating the reading

cmprehension and vocabulary subtests of different test batteries, even though they were

not designed to be psychometrically parallel. Prior to completion of the study, it was

not certain that the tests to be equated were similar enough make equating possible. In

theory, parallel tests can be equated and non-parallel tests cannot (Angoff, 1971). Tests

that diffe> in difficulty, length, reliability, and the constructs they assess will not

generally exhibit a consistent relationship across samples of different composition,

be equat&ble, it is often suggested that a pair of tests have a disattenuated

intercorrelation of at least 0.95, a value that is similar to the inter-form correlations

of many achievement tests used in the elementary grades,

Correlations among the subtests equated in the Anchor Test Study were typically in

excess of the 0,95 criterion. Of 1:E.:9 correlations between pairs of subtests equated at

levels appropriate to students in grades four, five, and six, percent) were in

the range 0.98 to 1.00; 53 (23 percent) were in the range 0.95 to 0,97; 26. (14 percent)

were in the range 0.92 to 0,94; and only 4 (2 percent) were in the range 0.89 to 0,71,

Thus 84 percent of the subtext correlations met the admittedly arbitrary criterion of

0.95. In addition, the standard errors of equating achieved through tie Anchor Test Study

were consistently less than one-half of a raw-score point at all score levels above the

chance scor.es on the sUbteSts being equated (Loret, Seder, Bianchini and Vale, 1972),

Equating errors of this magnitude are generally smaller than test publishers have

realized when they equated alternate forms of their tests that were designed to be
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parallel

Utilization of Anchor Test Study Findings

Use in Frogna.m Evaluation, Althbilgh the AnthOr Test Study was intended primarily to

provide a tool for use in evaluating Title ESEA at the national level (and perhaps at

state levels as weini there is little evidence t;iat it has been used for this purpose;

In 1979, Stonehill and Fishbein presented a Methodological paper on the aggregation of

achievement gains in Title I evaluations that referenced data on the comparability of

achievement test results produced through the Anchor Teat study. They concluded that the

normal curve equivalent scale developed as a part OF the Title I Evaluation and Reporting

System did not reflect a common score metric, and thus did not produce equivalent

achievement scores for students administered different tests. Neglecting this judgmen

1.TSOE fostered the adoption of regulations on lbeal Title I evaluation that incorporate

the models recommended in the Title I Evaluation and Reporting Syste.

The conclusions advanced by Stonehill and Fishbein are based in part on a paper by

Saeger (1979) that examined the consistency of achievement gains in the normal curve

eqUiValent metric that would be realized using various reading achievmeent tests equated

in the Anchor Teat Study, Yaeger concluded that the aggregation of achievement test

results in the NCE Metric would intOrportate measurement errors that were likely to

exceed the true gains typically fOund in Title I evaluations,

Vale and Bianchini (197) used Anchor Test Study data in completing an analysis of

the policy implicatibriS Of various diStributions of federal funds to school systems; In

particula.ri they provided a. batit few ettablithing eligibility criteria for participation

in the thenepropos.ed aetter Schoblt Act; using relationships between students'

performances on Anchor Test StUdy tests, certain family background variables (such as

parental income category) and certain schobl system variables (such as degree- of
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urbanism). Although this application of Anchor Test Study findings is not strictly

evaluati'v'e; it does fit within the broad framework of federal education program analysis,

In 1974; ,Taeger presented a paper on the use of Anchor Test Study results in federal

and StateW de evaluation of Title I at the Annual Me--.ting of the Arnritan Educatihnz.1

Research Association, The paper enumersi..ed some methodological potSibilities, but was

based cnOre on conjecture and fond hope than on experience, Its sUbe,eqUent impact on

federal Title I evaluation is not demonstrable;

Apart from these four papers; a tho'ro'ugh 5.3rach of th-P; ERIC data base on such

descriptors as evaluation methods, federal prog-raMs) equated scores, compensatory

education programs; achievement tests; and athievement gains fa-iled to produce ay

evidence that the Anchor Teat Study has been used either by the federal government Or by

state agencies in the eva:uation of any fede:;-ally-supported education program, IF the

Anchor Test Study has had any s:gnificarit impact on e''auction or measurement practice or

theory; it is clearly apart from its direct use as a tool III program evaluation,

Use in Educational Research and Assessrn=nt, Results from the Anchor Test Study have

been used in a variety of educational research and assessment projects; ranging from

methodological research on measurement and analYsis of data to studies of the correlates

Of achievement, Goulet, al, (1975) Used the Anchor Test Study data to examine the

severity of problems encountered in :measuring achievement change) the feasibility of

vertical test equating) and the stability of measurement construct's aver time in an

extentiVe. study of methodological problems in longitudinal reteach, sUpported by the

NatiOnal Institute of Education, Because some test forms Used in the Anchor Test Study

Were recommended by their publishers for ;..ise with Students in more than one of grades

four, five and six) it was possible to EiXairitri-e the cOnSittenty of Vertically equating

relationships between le,/e.ls of other ta=rs: fOr Use. in only one of these

gr ad 9. s.

Data collected in the Anchor Test Study included a number Of descriptors of the
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schools and classrooms of students participating in the study; as well as descriptors of

individual students Principals provided informaten on the socio-economic composition

of the attendance areas served by their schools and on the degree of urbanism of their

schools' attendance areas; Teachers provided information on class size and the use of

ability grouping, as well as descriptive information on individual students who

participated in the studyi suchasIQrange, race, and primary language used in the

student's hoillei Two studies (Burgdorf; 1776; Doucette and St; Pierre, 1977) made use of

these data to examine some of the correlates of reading achievement in the upper primary

grades, BUrgdOff: used Total Reading scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Test level

administered to more than 6.5,000 fifth-graders to construct an extensive series of cross

tabulations; He examined as many as three of the ten descriptive variables used in the

Anchor Test Study in relation to distributions of Metropolitan Total Reading scores, In

a. similar study supported by the national Center i-or EdUcational Statistics, Doucette and

St. Pierre (1977) found that school variables such as urbanism of school location, type

of school support (public vs, private), soc.-ioeco-nomic composition of the student body,

and percentage of minority enrollment were clearly related to reading achievement as

measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Likewise, individual student variables

such as reported IC). range, race or echnicity, primary langua:e spoken in the studen:7's

home, and teacher's diagnosis of the existence of a reading problem were significant

correlates of reading achievement: However; the two classroom variables studied; cla=is

size and presence or absence of ability grouping; were not found to be related to reading

performance on the Metropolitan Achievement Test;

Rasp and Stiles (1976) arid Rasp (1976) reported the results of a two-year experience

in using the Anchor Test Study equating tables in con3unction with the Washington State

Assessment Program, Instead of requiring the aministration of a common reading

achievement test th:oughoUt the state, the State Department of Education attempted to
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develop a profile of reading performance Foe its fiscal year 19-74 ESEA Title III needs

= =assessment plan by analyzing sixth-geade achie.eement data routinely collected by a e0

percent sample of school systems. As might be expected, not all school systems used the

test batteries, laeels ae:d fOr1113 equated in the Anchor Test Study, and problems of

sampling bias were encountered With National Institute o -Education support Rasp

conducted a later study in which he developed computer programs.that would apply the

Anchor Test Study norm tables to da±acol ected in statewide: assessments. Experience

gained in using Anchor Test Study results to aggregate statewide reading achievement data

was applied to the development of generalizable guidelines for such applications.

In a National Ins:itute of Education-supported study completed in 1930, Linn, et al,

used Anchor Test Study data to investigate the possibility that content and format

characteristics of reading comprehension items were consistently related to differences

in item characteristic functions For students classified by race. This study of bias in

reading comprehension items employed eignt subgroups of students classified by grade

level (fifth and sixth), income level of school attendance aeas (lOw and other), and race

(black and white-.). A normative basis for judging meaningful differences in item

characteristic curves was established by observing functional differences for groups of

the same race that differed in grade level and income level of school attendance area.

Unfortunately, the items that identified as racially biased were not consistently

different from other items in either format or content. Nonetheless, the A.nchor Test

Study provided ailarge:and approe -'ate data. base- that enabled the authors to characterize

item bias in a unique way and to examine substantive correlates of item bias.

Use in Equating Research. A considerable- amount of research on the methodology of

test equating has been completed using data from the Anchor test Study. Eeca-use the

Anchor Test Study data tapes contain extremely detailed information (in addition to

demographic information, the raw data tapes identify the option chosen by every student
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in response to every test item attempteT, item c. !--iaracteristic curve equating models ae---

well as methods that employ total test scores can be applied to the data set.

Rentz and Eashaw L?73; 1.7/77) conducted an extensive reanalysis of all data

collected in the restandeAization and equating portions of the Anchor Test Study, using

the Rasen one-parameter item response model. They estimated the Raseh difficulty of each

reading comprehension and vocabulary item in the seven tests used in the original Anehor

Test Study, and e.stablished common reference seales for vocabulary subtests and For

reading comprehension subtests. Once the tests were placed on a common reference scale,

Rentz and Eashaw determined. corresponding raw scores on the vocabulary subtests of

different test batteries, and corresponding ra.w scores on the reading comprehension

subtests of different test batteries,

The Rentz and Bashae.1 study has important methodological implications for subsequent

equating= of standardized achievement tests, ecause the Rasch model purporte.dly previdces

"sample free:" item calibre:tic--1s, the reventativeness of examinee samples used in the

development of equating functions should not he a critical concern, as it is when

classical e.quating procedures are used It is also possible that sample size requirements

will be somewhat smaller, since a more explicit relational model is being used;

Unfortunately, the results of the Rentz and Eashaw study were equivocal. For some of

the subtests equated in the Anchor Test Study, the classical equatng functions and the

Rasch-determined equating funttions were nearly identical over most of their score

scales, For Other subtest pairs., the diffe.'ences between classical and Rasch equating

functions were three or more raw-score points, an amount that is Substantial when vie-wed
.

as a component Of bias- error that will not diminish as a function of sample Sile Even

more perplexing is the question of which resUlts are "correct" or "true," If one adopts

the classical definition Of Equivalent scores scores that correspond to the same mid-

percentile rank in any sample of examinees the classical equating Function must be

viewed as a. _standard. Conversely, if one defines a.s e-quivalent scores that correspond
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to the sa.me Raeech ability level-, the F.a..seh results must be viewed as a standard. 7or the

moment; the classical definition of equi..alent scores is more widely accepted.

Slinde and Linn (1977; 1.9.7:3) used Anchor Test Study data , t examine the feasibility

of constructing coneietent vertical equating tables for corresponding subtests in

different levels of a test batte-y. They also exam iced the utility of the Pasch model in

constructing vertical equating tablese They concluded that vertical equating of reading

achievement tests was hazardous; regardless of the analytic method employed; and that use

of different test levels in studies Of Ithievetent gain should be avoided if possible.

Their findings also have implications for out-of-level testing; a practice that is common

in evalations of compensatory education programs. Aggregation of achievement test data

across levels of tests can lead tO the incorporation of sizeable measurement errors.

With the support of the U. S. Office of Education Bianchini and Vale (1975)

examined the applicability of Anchor Test Study equating tables to groups composed of

black or Spanish-surnamed etudentt. may searched for evidence of interactions between

equating relationships and the racial ethnic composition of subgroups Upon Whith tht.y

were ba _ed, Fortunately, no systemt.,.tic relationships C.Jere found, and isolated evide.nce of

an equating function by race/ethnic grclup interaction was attributed to relatively small

black and Spanish-surnamed representation in the Anchor Test Study sample (leading to

larger random equating errors), rather than to consistent racial/ethnic bias errori

Beard and Fettie (1979') used the Rentz and Bashaw (197?.) reanalysis of Anchor Test

Study data as a benchmark in judging the degree of Rasch fit of items in the Florida

Educational Assessment tests in communications and mathematics administered to third-

graders and fifth-graders; Their primary reaserch focus was a comparisioh Or the results

of classical linear equating and Reach equating of test forms used in 1976 and 1977. They

concluded that items in the Florida Asssessment tests fit the Rasch model to a greater

extent than did items in the standardized achievment tests used in the Anchor Test Study;
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It is interesting to note that they also found Close correspondence between the results

of linear equating and Rasen equating, suggesting (logically) that model fit may be

critical when equatino te ='; using the Rasch model.

Implications of the Anch: ST: Study For Follow Through Research

From the review of 1:_erature reported above, it is clear that Anchor Test Study

results have been used very little in large-scale program evaluation. Despite the

supposition that the Anchor Test Study would Facilitate collection of achievement test

data that. could be aggregated across projects; school systems, and states so as to

provide bases for examining the targeting of services and the impact of services

supported under Title I, ESEA, a thorough search of the ERIC system did not produce any

supporting evidence.

Perhaps it is not surprising that the Anchor Test Study has contributed so little to

state and federal evaluation of Title I, ESEA in view of the virtual abandonment of the

large-scale survey approach to Title I evaluation at state and federal levels, At the

time the Anchor Test Study woe, LUIR..trived, the U. S. Office of Education collected uniform

data on the structure, organization, and operation of hundreds of Title I projects, as

well as uniform information on the backgrond, characteristics, and participation of

thousands of students. More than a few states emulated the federal approach to Title I

evaluation. More recently, the Title I Evaluation and Reporting System has emphasized

provision of data by local school systems using a common format, bbt allowing the use of

any basic skills achievement measures that can be related to tests that have national

norms. In effect, school systems have been encouraged to use criterion-referenced

measures, and to equate these measures to nationally standardized tests through loosely

controlled local equating studies. Much of the rhetoric of the measurement and evaluation

community has served to relegate standardized teats to second-class status as instruments

for use in program evaluation. Truly re.p-reset ative norms for the reading comprehension



and vocabulary sUbtests Of the Metropolitan Achie;ement T.=-Lts, and tables of score

correspondence between ths= subtests of the Metropolitan and those of seven other test

batteries understandably hold less currency than they once did in the minds of

evaluators,

As noted above, the research uses of Anchor Test Study data have far outpaced use of

the study by evaluators, It is not unreasonable to conclude that the Anchor Test Study

has led to a resurgence of interest in reasearch on test equating. Certainlyi the

research literature on test equating has grown at a far faster rate since the Anchor Test

Study was completed than in the eight year period prior to publication of its final

report, And a good bit of the empirical research on test equating completed in the last

eight years has made use of the Anchor Test Study data tapes.

We have also noted the extensive use of Anchor Test Study equating tables and data

tapes in secondary analyses and applicat ions ranging from studies of the correlates of

reading achievement to investigations of test item bias. The sheer size of the data base,

in addition its nationally representative structure, has permitted the creation of large

subsamples of examinees, classified on such variables as Sex; race, IQ- level, and

language usage, Such subsamples are -ssential to much empirical research on item bias and

the correlates of achievement, thus supporting the conclusion that the Anchor Test Study

greatly facilitated this research.

In view of the history of usage of Anchor Test Study results and data, it is

reasonable to ask whether a similar study would be of material valtie either in the

evaluation of the Follow Through program or as a part of the research in support of

future Follow Through approaches envisioned by Schillerf et al, (19:30). Each of these

questions will be addressed separately, How could the results of a large-scale test

equating study be used in Follow Through evaluation? Speculation on the usefulness of a

test equating study in Follow Through evaluation must begin with the presumption that

standardized achievement test results willi once again, constitute a primary indicator of
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program effects, It Should be clear that this presumption does not constitute a

recommendation,

If standardized achievement tests ae not used to assess program impact, they might

still provide a useful indic-ator of the characteristics of recipients of program

services, or of the population of potential recipient's; But this limited use of

standardized achieve.ment tests in Follow Through evaluation probably would not warrant

the same attention to equivalence of measures as would use of such tests for assessment

impact;

If a. number of tests of basic skills suitable for use with children in kindergarten

through grade three were to be equated successfully, the obvious advantage would be

greater flexibility in the selection of tests for evaluation of basic skills programs at

those grade levels i Potential. benefits include savings in time and money, and increased

measurement validity:

As noted above, two of the five generic program evaluation questions identified by

Baruch and Cordray (l980), "Who is served by the program?" and "Who needs services'?"

could be answered in part through stand=ardized achievement test resits; lust as it is

common to describe recipients and pbtential redpients of program services in terms of

age distribution, racial and ethnic background; socioeconomic level, sex; urbanism of

school, and grade le.ve.1,,a.ch-lieement status in the basic skills areas is another common

descriptors To secure such information, a standardized achievement :est battery is

typically administered to all program participants and, perhaps, to all students in

selected grades in school systems that participate in a program, Often these same school

systems administer one of a small number of standa'r dized achievement test batteries- as a

part of their routine testing programs, As a result, students in the target grades of the

compensatory program are subjected to two testing sessions, with consequent loss

instructional time, and demonstrably reduced motivation to perform well on t1-1., tests.



Were subtests in reading and mathematics OM a number of widely used achievement

test batteries to be equated success7ully at levels suitable for use in kindergarten

through grade three, -future F-ollow Through evaluations might avoid special

administrations of- such tests for purposes of describing program participants) students

in comparison groups) and potential program participants, Achievement test data already

available in the archives of participating school systems could be translated to a common

reference scale, and aggregated to form achievement distributions for all groups of

interest.

The other obvious application of standardized achievement test data in Follow

Through evaluation is in response to Baruch and Cordrayis question "What are the effects

of services on recipients?". Again, it is possible that equating Of basic skills sUbtests

at levels appropriate fo.r use in kindergarten through grade three would allow the use of

achievement test data already available in school systems' Files to answer this question,

with an attendant savings in testing time and testing cost. Since most Follow Through

eligible school systems probably receive funds through Title I, ESEA, it is not

unreasonable to expect that they routinely test some, if not all, of their students in

the early elementary grades at the beginning and end of each school year

Perhaps the greateste benefit of an equating of early elementary basic skills tests

would be the possibility that Follow Through model sponsors could select one of a number

of achievement tests for use in evaluating their models, The potential for increasing

measurement validity is real and important) as evidenced by an increasng body of research

on the effects of congruence between curriculum content, instructional content, and

achievement tests. Although a variety of subtests carry the label "reading compehension

test" or "arithmetic concepts test", it has become increasingly clear in recent years

that they co not all measure the same thing, Eianchini (1'797S) addresses this problem in

a paper on the appropriateness of differentiated norms for the evaluation of programs for

disadvantaged and minority students, He cites the results of an analysis by Corder (1970)
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of the finding that 65 perc.en o first-grade students in California scored below the

first quartile on the national norms of the Stanford Reading Test when that test was used

in an evaluation of the Miller-Unruh Re.adjng Ft gram in 1966, The California. state

legislature had budgeted ths compens cry reading program on the basis of the reasonable

expectation that about one-fourth of California's first-graders would score below the

first quartile of the national norm distributioni and the disproportionate finding caused

considerable reaction; In the midst of a variety of hypotheses on the reasons for the.

poor showing by California's first-graders --ranging from an analysis of the

distribution and racial composition of the sample used in the Stanford normsi to

speculation atibUt the. eXtessive diCfirulty of Stanroyd Reading Test items Corder
conducted an analysis of the. congrUence of the. vocabulary assessed by the test and the

vocabulary used in the state-provided ins-:ructional mat-erials for first-graders. He found

that the overlap was only 1'71 percent. On the batit Of this finding alone, one cannot

claim a causal realtionship, How-eve-) Bianchini completed a subsequent analysis of the

vocabulary of first-grade re.aders beed in California in 1971 and the vocabulary assessed

by the Reading Test of the Cooperative Frima.-ry Test adopted by the state in that year for

evaluation of the Miller-Unruh Reading FrOgrann. H found an overlap of 55 percent.

Correspondinglyi the performance of California's tirtt-graders essentialy matched that Of

the national norms sample on the Cooperative Primary Tests. The medians' matched

perfectly; whereas the California median was at the thirty-eighth percentile of the

Stanford Reading Test norms in 19,1:.i Siam-Mini concludes:

"The pdint is that in any program at the early grades it is particularly

it for all children that the test content be related to instructional

content, The reason for this is that children within th.-- early grades learn

only within the bounds of the curriculum they experiente"

Further evidence on the need to consider the congruence between curriculum content



and test content in program evaluations was-provided by Hobbirn,2( (1978). After developing

a taxonomy of content categories for rea,-.!:ing tests and mathematics teets. Hoepfner

categorized all items in the reading and mathe-eatics subtests of the eight standardized

achievement test series that were most widely used in 197S; He found that the subtests

differed widely in their content emphases; despite their common titles; For example; at

the levels recommended by their publishers for USE: with first-grade students, the

percentage of items assessing mastery of word attack skills varied from a low of zero to

a high of 60 percent in the reading subtests HoepFner reviewed. In assessing receenition

of word meanings (termed "vocabulary" in some tests); the percentage of items at the

first-grade level varied from zero to 59 percent. And assessment of reading comprehension

at the first-grade le rel was the function of 14 percent of the items in one subtest, of

5:3 percent of the itetrE in another; and of widely varying percentages between these

extremes in the remaining six.

Hoepfner found similar content differences in his review of mathematics subtests;

For example; knowledge of numbers and sets was assessed by only two percent of the items

contained in the second-grade level of one test and by 24 percent of the items contained

in another test intended for second-graders; Whole-numher computation was the objective

of 60 percent of the items in one test intended for second-gradersi but was not assessed

at all by the items in the second-grade mathematics test of another battery.

In an analysis that was similar to Hc-Jepfner's tut involved multiple judges in the

classification of items; Porter- Schmidt; FInde.n and Freeman (19n) found that the

distributions of item=-; in the mathematics subtests of standardized achievement batteries

intended for use with fourth-graders differed substantially across objectives and

content; For example; they found that operations with single-digit numbers were

represented in only two percent of the items in one batte-y, but in 20 percent of the

items in another. Problems involving whole numbers constituted :"I/ percent of the items in

one battery, but made- up 46 percent of the items in another. Addition varied from 12



percent of the items in one battery to 21 percent of the items in another; Graphs,

figures, tables, were used as stimuli in 4:D percent of the items in one battery, but

were present in only 1 percent of the items. In a.other. Clearly, these tests diffe,ed

substantially in their mode of prese: tation of ezithmetic material, the arithmetic

operations they required students to perform, and in the naure of the material they

presented. Although their total-score intercorrelations would probably be in the high

eighties, the tests would not provide equally valid representations of the effectiveness

of a given basic-skills mathematics program.

Porter, et al, conclude as follows (p.533)

"Treating practical significance in instructional program evaluation

requires intimate familiarity with the measures on which effects are estimated

and their substantive relationship with the goals of the program being

evaluated. Past attempts to pro./ide general solutions to the size of effect

problem have relied on standardized indices whi:h can he estimated and reported

without any knowledge of what was measured. For this reason these efforts are

viewed as steps in the wrong direction. Instead, what is called for is a

procedure whereby the substantive goals of the program, the instructional

outcomes implied by a test, and the interrela.'tionship between the two are made

explicit. The procedure should facilitate investigation of treatment-by-item

interactions and at the same time facilitate a description of the measures in

sufficient detail to support infererlces regarding practical significance."

As has been discussed earlier, previous national evaluations of the Follow Throu

program have fallen prey to the error that 'Porter and his colleagues identify. If a

number of widely-used standardized achievement batteries suitable for use in kind-,rgarten

through grade three could be equated, proogram sponsors could then select reading

subtests and mathematics subtests Figin any of the equated batteries for use in evaluating
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their Follow Through models, Even with the diversity of content emphases noted above, it

is not cortan that the curriculum congruenee of any of the subtests would be adequate to

the evaluation of all or even most Follow Through models. However, it is far more likey

that suitable content matches between tests and curricula could 1Di-; realized if seven or

eight test batteries we7-e available, than if one one battery_was used for evaluation of

the entire program, as was the case in the SRI-Abt evaluation; This advantage alone might

Justify NIE's investment in anothe,- large-scale test egauatirg study.

How could the results of a. large-scale test equating study be used in Follow Through

ReSearch?

The program Of inquiry cn early primary education for children from low income

families envisioned by achiller, e.t al. (19;z:0) includes the desire to develop:

"New uses for information systerns, including testing and evaluation results, to

bring batter diagnostic and pf2.-3CriOtiVe information to bear on Follow Through student

learning needs," (p,11).

In a variety of other sections, the planning document recognizes the need to develOp

snew strategie e-nd procedures for asses ssing the consequences of Follow Through

interventions.

A large.-scale test equating study has the potential of contributing to a better

understanding of the outcomes and effects of early primary education programs in a number

of ways. some of the research outcomes might provide tools that could be applied directly

to the Future evaluation of Follow Through and other early primary intervention programs,

while other research products would be more fundamental and less immediately applicable..

A good bit of the 'research would focus on test equating methodology itself, while nth-e'r

foci would involve extensions of the resea-ch that has emanated from the Anchor Test

study;

It is not clear that widely used standardized achievement tests appropriate for

students in kindergarten through grade three are SialUar enough in their psychometric
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characteristics to allow success:Lill ettLiating; An initial benefit of' a test equating study

a itthese grade levels would be an examination of the feasibility of equating v,er ous

early primary reading tests and va,-ious early primary arithmetic tests. Such a

feasibility analysis would extr2n-.1 current knowledge on the degree of parallelism required

to sustain consistent equating reationships between non-pPralliel tpsts;

The literature on test equating T_.ord, 1950; Angoff, l'7171; Jaeger, 1931` suggests

that, although non-parallel tests can be calibrated they cannot be equated. The

distinction is in the consistency of the scaling relationship between the two tests

across various populations of examinees. Strictly parallel tests are virtually

interchangeable, in that they measure the same psychometric function with the same degree

of reliability for all groups of examinees. For strictly parallel tests, then, an

equating relationship is unique. Once esT:abAshed for any population of examinees, it

holds for all popOlations. In contrast, non-'parallel tests differ either in the
1 1.psychomeLrio i-DricLion measured, in reliability, or in both characteristics. Alt!-Iough it

is possible tO eat ish tunctionarcorrespondence between the scales of non-parallel

tests (e,g., by defihing as equivalent, raw scores corresponding to the same standard

score or the same percentile rank) for a given population, the relationship will not be.

consistent for another population. In theory, then, the original Anchor Test StUdy thbOld

have been in:Feasible.

In practice, the alternate forms of standardized achievement tests produced by

virtually all test publishers are not strictly parallel, Although they constitute the

best approximations, to paral__i forms presently available, they differ to some degree in

overall difficulty, raw-score variability, and internal consistency reliability; The

intercorrelations of alternate forms are extremely hign, but are often slightly lower

than their internai consistency reLiabilities would allow. Thus strict parallelism ie a

theoretical ideal that is approached, but never realice.d in practice, Ys.,t alternatP forms
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of standardized arti.=vement tes,:s are routinely and the equaLng relatioinsh4,s

E'Eta-blish,E-d aff-.1...ear tabs cons'Lstelt^

If p-roperly desigiledi a large-sca'.;_? test equating study at the early primary

grades would support an analysis of the cont.=.nt similarity requirements Dr non-pafallel

tests and correlational require7risT:ts of non-parallel tests in order to achieve equating

realtionships that were sufficiently co/'eistentover populations that differed in

socioeconomic composition, 10 distribution, racial composition, and other demographic

descriptors that typically distinguish low income students from the majority of students,

that they-could be used in large-scale eYs.7.uation studies Dr for individual assessments,

Bianchini and Vale (1975) have completed an initial exploration of the parallelism

requirements of succussful equating using data from the Anchor Test Study, But their

findings are lirreed in two ways. First, they apply only to reading comprehension and

vocabulary suLtests appropriate tor use in grades fOur through six. Second, the sampling

peocedures used in the Anchor Test Study sought proport Dhal representtation of students

in various minority ethnic and racial groups, and therefore sampled such students in far

smaller numbers than majority white student's. Differences in equating relationships Found

for white students and black students coUld as readily be attributed to random

fluctuations as to consistent bias errors, Nonetheless-, Bianchini and Vale concluded that

the equating relationships deyeloped in the Anchor Test StUdy were reasonably _consistent

across racial groups, and recommended that the equating tables be used with black

students and Spanish-surnamed stude.nts, as well as with white students,

The results of an additional equating study could be used to test the limits of

genera.lizability of this finding acrosis grade levels and across subje.ct areas. In

addition, a new test equating s-tudy culd be desi!gne.d so as to sample racial end ethnic

minorities, and students in other groups of inte,e-st, in sufficient numbers to allow

clear differentiation betwee-n random fluctuations, between equating relationshic.-is and

truly stable inconsistencie.s,
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One other important conee4i-ence of between tJttS to be eqULted

is the stabiircy d-egree. of random flLotua.tion across -samples from the same populatLon)

of equating relationships. An explicit Mathematical relationthip between inte.r-test

correlation and the standard Err'Dr of equating has been developed for classical linear

equating (Lord,1951. However similar relationships are not available for the form of

equipercentile. equatng found to most stable in the Anrhor Test Study; nor for

equating procedures that employ item response theory models; An additional test E.-4uating

study would have the potential of greatly extending the empirical basis for -e:tomining the

relationship between test characteristics aand the statistical stabilty of equating

functions;

As was the case for tests equated in the Anchor Test Study, publishers of the most

widely used standE_,rdized achievement tests recommehded for use in the early primary

grades suggest various combinations of le.-vels of their tests for students in the

gradespan of interest CE.Ioepfne'i l'7/77?. For :example; the same level -of the California

Achievement Tests is recommended for use in grades one and two, and a different leVel is

recommended for use in grade tn:e.e. Fic..v;2.-i three different leVelt Of the Iowa Tests of

Basic Skills are recommended for use in grades brie, two and three. If publisher's

recommendations are followed in the administration of various test levels in the early

primary grades, an equating study at those grade levels would provide the data necessary

to conduct research on the consistericy and feasibility of vertical test equating across

levels of standardized tests. As noted abovei Slinde and Linn (1977; 1;'7S) have examined

vertical equating relationships For reading comprehension tests at grades four through

SiX. The methodology they have del.velc.ced For this type of research could be applied

directly to tests suitable for use in another g--adepan and to tests in another subject

area,

. The relative utility of classical equating models vs'methods that employ various



item (E:SpOTIEe thi2Ory mod:_. is subject to debate, despite extensive research on the topic

1.13ea.rd and Pettie-, l'7/7/; Fetersen and Althouoh reard and Fett'e

concluded that "Faseh equating wi.--es co.mparable linear equating i71 the analysis Of

longitudinal trend.i, in basic achie.arrent.", tlarco, et alifound substantial

diffre,,ces between the method_ in t=rims of biaT, erei-o.,- and rarodem depending on

the comparability of the tests being equated and the comparabilty of the samples of

examinees used to gather dr:a for equating, Eeard and ettie employed items from the

Florida Assessment tes.s commmunications and mathematics, appropriate for third-

graders and fifth-graders, whereas Marco, et al. based their analyses on Scholastic

Aptitude Test items ad samples of high scoot students. Differences in their conclusions

are likely attributable, at least in part, to their use of items From different tests and

examirees in different gradespans. It appears that various equating method; will produce

sil-nilar results under .-Jule etre-urns-can:ea and substantially different results under

others, The nutter of variables invo.lyed in the relationships among varioUS equating

methods is such that purely analytic rules of correspondence. are not likely to be

developed soon, An intriguing question that is yet to be resolved, as noted above, is the

choice of an appropriate standard for Judging the correctness of an equating

. relationship. That is, if two equating methods produce substantially different results,

which one should be regarded as correct? Although this logical definitional problem is

unlikely to be resolved through another large-scale equating study, the circumstances in

which various equating rretheds yield cn-iparable results or diveroent results could be

further explored using data from an equa.tino study involving basic skills tests ':nth

early primary students- Tne methodology that Nee-co et al. have applied to the Sthblastir-

AptitUde T_ it data base could be employed directly with early primary equating results

and, in parallel tashion with result_ from: the oigInal Anchor Test Study. The major

outcomes of this research would be greater understanding of the conditions needed to

equate two tests successfully; conditions under 'which Pne equating method might produce
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_stable and consisterci equating functions whereas aother might not and conditions under

which Various equatind metnedL; including classical and item response theory criet!-Iods,

produce virtually identical results.

EeyOnd its potential value in foster ing additional research on test equating another

maim- equating study could provide a data base that would FacilitatP extPnsion f

the more general research that has emerged from tfie Anchbr Test Study. In

paeticulAr; th8 research cited above that cofirerns the corrlates of academic

achievement, an area of major research emphasis in the 1981 NIS Research Grants

Announcement on Testing and EvalUation, could be extended to the early primary grades,

Although some interes:ing findings on the correlates of aChievevent emerged from the

Anchor Test Study, they were limited by the restri-ted range of ancillary data colletted

in that study: Since there was no intention OF using Anchbr Test Study results in an

investigation of tfie correlates of ahievement at the time the study was designed, the

only ancillary data collected were those needed to verify the representativeness oF

samples used or to examine the comparability of equating relationships acrost_ race,

and IQ groups'i A new equating study could be carefully desig;ned to support a far gre;.2ter

range of investigations, including studies of the correlates of achievement, and would

therefore be of greater value than the Anrhor Test Study in terms of secondary analyses.

As noted abovei another area of research that has made use of Anchor Test Study

results is analysis of test item bias. Again, a test equating study at the early primary

grades could be designed so as to facilitate this objective: Careful attention to the

adequacyadequacybfSamples of students of various minority groups and IQ g,oups, and students of

both sexes would be required, as is the case in many of the resea--ch areas already

discussed. In addition, data tapes would ha.,.e to be deslgned to allow recovery Of the

most basic information on students' responles to test items, as was done ih the Anchor

Test Study,
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Ih sunlmary) a new tes.:-equating stud; at the early elementaiy T-ades would be

consistent with se.,eral For:ow Through objectives; First) it would have the potential of

contributing to the validity of an E.VElLiFitic,'n of Follow Through effects (assuming that

the past and present policy of using standardi:ed achie..-.;e1-!ent t=±t

indicator of Fol:u4 Through S'JCIY-L:_;LS isContini2e|t k ,tbidy would

to research on methods of assessing proT-ams for children of 104-1r1COME families at the

early primary grades through fund:imental resea-c| on test equating methods and through

research in a '..,ariety of ancillary areas;

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the potential Of a test eqUating study at the early primary

grades have been discussed in some derail. it is not recommended that such a study. be

initiated aS a part OF 1761:OW Through research without additional planning and

investigation. In par ticcilar) use of standardized achievement tests in the eav-ly primary

grades may well have diminished considerably since Hoepfner's study was completed in

(the year of the USDE-sponsored conference at which he presented the paper published in

the 1973 reference). IT so, the value of an equating study at the early primary grade

levels would be reduced) apart from its utility in large-scale program evaluations that

incorporated standardized achievement tests. Fu-rtheri patterns of test: usage may have

changed since Hoepfner identified tne eight test batteries used in his study as those

most widely used. Reliable information on current test usage would be needed prior to

selection of test batteries for an equating studyi and to provide a basis for deciding

whether cr not a test-equating study at the early primary grade levels was wayeantt,d,

If a review of the use of standardized achievement tes',:s in t1-1. grades

sugg.st.ed t.:et relatively few tests were widely used in the b-as--,itsPills art.at, a sudy

of the feasoilicy of equating corresponding subtests of those test batteries would be a

step. Administration of pairs of subtests to samples of examinees large enough to

--_34
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estimate inteHtest correla.tions and internal oo.nsistency reliabilitir.?s would provide the

in=ormation to mak:, arc.-13.-)n..-2d deci,,,:_en on whether to conduct a 1;3:r-9e-scale

equating study:
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